Abstract. A subcontinuum C of a dendroid X is a bottleneck if it intersects every arc connecting two nonempty open subsets of X. We prove that every dendroid has a point p contained in arbitrarily small bottlenecks. Moreover, every plane dendroid contains a single point bottleneck. This implies, for instance, that each map from an indecomposable continuum into a plane dendroid must have an uncountable point-inverse. We also construct a map from the simplest indecomposable continuum into a (nonplanar) dendroid with all point-inverses consisting of at most three points.
Introduction
Every space considered in this paper is metric and every map is continuous. A continuum is a connected compact space. A continuum is tree-like if it can be represented as the inverse limit of trees. An arc is a continuum homeomorphic to the unit interval [0, 1] ⊂ R. A space X is arcwise connected if for every a, b ∈ X there is an arc A ⊂ X such that a, b ∈ A. A continuum X is unicoherent if A∩B is connected for each subcontinua A and B such that A ∪ B = X. X is hereditarily unicoherent if every subcontinuum of X is unicoherent. A dendroid is an arcwise connected hereditarily unicoherent continuum. By a result of H. Cook [2] , dendroids can be characterized as arcwise connected tree-like continua. It follows from hereditary unicoherence that for every two points a and b in a dendroid X, there is exactly one arc in X containing a and b as its endpoints. We will denote this arc by ab. (If a = b then ab = {a} = {b}.) Observe that it follows from the definition that every subcontinuum of a dendroid is a dendroid. For more information on dendroids see [1] and [9] .
A continuum X is decomposable if it can be represented as the union of two of its proper subcontinua, otherwise X is indecomposable. For example, solenoids and Knaster type continua are indecomposable. By a Knaster type continuum we understand an inverse limit of arcs with open (and not trivial) bonding maps (see [11] and [3] ). The Knaster continuum K, sometimes called the bucket handle, is the simplest Knaster type continuum with all the bonding maps of degree 2. A continuum is hereditarily decomposable if it does not contain a nondegenerate indecomposable continuum. Every dendroid is hereditarily decomposable. For a point x in a continuum X, the composant of x is the union of all proper subcontinua of X containing x. In an indecomposable continuum composants of two points are either identical or disjoint. An indecomposable continuum has uncountably many composants. In solenoids and Knaster type continua composants coincide with arc components. For more information on indecomposable continua see [5] and [9] .
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In this paper we will consider bottlenecks in a dendroid X, that is, subcontinua of X intersecting every arc connecting two nonempty open subsets of X. We define this notion more precisely in the following definition. Definition 1.1. A subcontinuum C of a dendroid X is called a bottleneck if there are two nonempty sets U and V , both open in X, and such that uv ∩ C = ∅ for each u ∈ U and v ∈ V . We will call the sets U and V the basins of the bottleneck C.
Consider the following example. Let F be a cone over the Cantor set as shown in Figure 1 . Clearly, the vertex p intersects each arc connecting the two open sets U and V indicated in the figure. The point p is, therefore, a single point bottleneck.
We will prove (Theorem 3.11) that every plane dendroid contains a single point bottleneck. This is not always true in the general case. Consider, for instance, the dendroid D sketched in Figure 2 . This dendroid was originally constructed (for a different purpose) by J. Krasinkiewicz and the author in [6, Example 2] . It contains no single point bottleneck. It has, however, a point p that is contained in arbitrary small bottlenecks. We will prove (Theorem 3.6) that every dendroid must have three distinct points a, b and p such that p is contained in arbitrarily small bottlenecks with each of their two basins containing one of the points a and b.
J. Heath and V. Nall proved in [4] that there is no (exactly) 2-to-1 map from a hereditarily decomposable continuum onto a dendroid. They asked the following question.
Question 1.2 (J. Heath and V. Nall, [4]). Is there an indecomposable continuum I that admits a map onto a dendroid X such that the inverse of each point in the range contains at most two points?
A negative answer to this question would strengthened the theorem of Heath and Nall. We will show that this is the case if X is contained in the plane. More precisely, it follows from Theorem 3.11 that for every map f from an indecomposable continuum into a plane dendroid P there is a point p ∈ P such that f −1 (p) is uncountable (Corollary 3.12). The point p may be chosen as a single point bottleneck. However, if the dendroid does not contain a single point bottleneck, each point-inverse may not only be countable, but even finite. In the next section we Figure 2 will show (see Theorem 2.4) that there is a continuous map f from the simplest indecomposable Knaster continuum K onto the dendroid D (mentioned above) such that f −1 (d) consists of at most three points for each d ∈ D. We will also show (Corollary 3.9) that in the case of a map from K to an arbitrary dendroid X, there must exist a point x ∈ X such that f −1 (x) consists of at least three points. Our proof follows from the existence of a point p ∈ X contained in arbitrarily small bottlenecks (Theorem 3.6). The same argument applies to all Knaster type continua and all solenoids (see Remark 3.10). Therefore, Question 1.2 has a negative answer if the indecomposable continuum I is either a solenoid or a Knaster type continuum. Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Jo Heath whose seminar talk inspired this paper.
Mapping the Knaster continuum onto a dendroid
In this section we will construct a continuous map f from the simplest indecomposable Knaster continuum K onto the dendroid D such that f −1 (d) consists of at most three points for each d ∈ D. The dendroid D will be homeomorphic to the one constructed by J. Krasinkiewicz and the author in [6, Example 2] . A slightly different description will be needed to facilitate the definition of the map f . Before Figure 3 we proceed with the formal presentation of the example, we ask the reader to look at the figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 depicts the dendroid D as it is described below. Notice that the original dendroid from [6, Example 2] does not have the "twists." Observe also that, for each positive number , one can find two nonempty open subsets U and V of the Cantor set in the top of D such that each arc connecting any u ∈ U with any v ∈ V must go down within to the point p. Since D is locally connected at p, the point p is contained in arbitrarily small bottlenecks. Notice that p is the only point of D with this property. Even though p is contained in arbitrarily small bottlenecks, every arc component of D \ {p} is dense in D. It follows that p is a noncut point and also a shore point in the sense of [10] . (A point x of a dendroid X is a shore point if there exists a sequence of subdendroids of X not containing x and converging to X with respect to the Hausdorff metric. Observe that each point of D is a shore point.) So, a point that is contained in arbitrarily small bottlenecks, unlike a single point bottleneck, may have very strong nonseparating properties. Figure 3 illustrates how f maps the accessible composant of K into D. The smaller curve on the right depicts the accessible composant of K. The curve on the left depicts the same composant positioned in R 3 so that each point x is near f (x) ∈ D. The dendroid D itself is "invisible" in this picture. The double lines, or more precisely, the lines that are closest to each other will be identified by the map f . For instance, f identifies the points (labeled by) 2 and 4. Similarly, the point 1 is identified with 5. Since 5 is also is identified with 7, the triple 1,5 and 7 is mapped to the same point. To see how the original accessible composant of K is mapped into D trace the two curves starting in both cases from the endpoint (the Figure 4 black dot). Then advance simultaneously along both curves going either upwards along both of them or downwards along both of them. Pass through the points labeled by the same numbers at the same time.
We will now begin the detailed formal presentation of the construction. Let C 0 denote the standard ternary Cantor set contained in the interval [ 
For any integer k ≥ 0 and any c ∈ C 0 , let 
Observe that r k c, 2 −k+1 = (c, 0) and r k c, 2
(see Figures 2 and 4) . Clearly,
Observe that Figures 2 and 4) . Clearly,
and (8)
Observe that there exists a deformation of G k to B k+1 . More precisely, the following proposition is true. Figure 2 ). It follows from (6), (7) and (8) that (9) D is 1-dimensional continuum.
Proposition 2.2. There exists a deformation of D to p.
Proof. For each positive integer k, let h k denote the deformation in Proposition 2.1. We will construct a deformation h :
where h 1 is the deformation defined in 2.1. Suppose that a continuous function
We will extend the definition of h to a continuous function on
where h k is the deformation defined in 2.1. Observe that this extension of h to D× 2 −k , 1 has the required properties. To complete the proof, set h (x, 0) = p.
The following proposition is a simple corollary of (9) Proof. Denote the sets
We will define a mapf :
In view of (i),f (c, t) is defined at least once for each point (c, t)
for some positive integer k. We will check that the two definition off (c, t) coincide.
−k , and by (4), we get the resultf c, 2
Applying again the first line of the definition off , but with k + 1 instead of k we get thatf c, 2
−k , and by (5), we get the resultf c, 2
Applying the second line of the definition off , with k + 1 instead of k we get thatf c, 2
and apply (3) with k +1 instead of k to get that in this casef c, 2 −k is again equal to σ k (c) , 0, 2 −k . Hence,f is well defined and continuous on
Observe that, for each positive integer k, the following is true
It follows from (ii) and (v) thatf is continuous at (0, 0) and, therefore,f is
Let (c , t ) and (c , t ) be two distinct points of C 0 × [0, 1] such that (c , t ) ∼ (c , t ). Then either t = t = 1 and σ 0 (c ) = c , or t = t = 0, c , c ∈ C k for some positive integer k and σ k (c ) = c .
Suppose c , c ∈ C 0 are such that σ 0 (c ) = c . Then, σ 0 (c ) = c and one of these points, say c , belongs to
Suppose c , c ∈ C k for some positive integer k and σ k (c ) = c . It follows that
Observe that one of the points σ k−1 (c ) and σ k−1 (c ) belongs to C k+1 and the other to C k+1 . So, we may assume that
follows from the second line of the definition off that
It follows from 5 thatf
It follows from 4 thatf
We just have proved that f =f / ∼ is well-defined. It is, clearly, a continuous function of K onto D. It follows from (iii) and (vi) that f −1 (y) consists of a single point for each y ∈ B 1 . It follows from the same two conditions that f −1 (y) consists of two points for each y ∈ G k \ (B k+1 ∪ B k ) and each positive integer k. It follows from (iv) and (vii) that consists of exactly three points for each y ∈ B k+1 , where k is a positive integer. Finally,
Small bottlenecks of dendroids
In this section we present our main resuls. In Theorem 3.6 we prove that each dendroid has a point that is contained in arbitrary small bottlenecks. We strengthened this result in the case of dendroids contained in the plane. We prove in Theorem 3.11 that each plane dendroid has a single point bottleneck. We use 3.6 to prove that for each map f from the simplest Knaster continuum K into an arbitrary dendroid X there is a point x ∈ X whose preimage consists of at least three points (see Corollary 3.9) . This means that the example constructed in the previous section cannot be strenghten if the domain of the map is the simplest Knaster continuum K. The same remains true if K is replaced by any Knaster type continuum or an arbitrary solenoid (see Remark 3.10).
For a subset A of a space X, let B (A, r) denote the open ball (in X) around A with radius r. Let X be an arbitrary dendroid. For any a, b ∈ X, we will denote by ab the unique arc in X with the endpoints a and b. We will assume that the arc ab is ordered from a to b. In this convention, we will say that c < d in the arc ab for any two distinct points c, d ∈ ab such that c ∈ ad. Suppose is a positive number. By (ab, ) we will denote the greatest integer n for which there are points
We start with the following five propositions establishing basic properties of (ab, ). We leave the easy proof of the first two to the reader. Proof. Suppose that (ab, ) = n.
We will prove a little stronger version of Proposition 3.3. Suppose G is an open set containing the arc ab. We will choose U ⊂ G and V ⊂ G so that for each u ∈ U and v ∈ V , there are points
This stronger statement is clearly true for n = 0. Suppose that the corresponding statement for any a , b ∈ X such that (a b , ) < n.
Observe that (ax n−1 , ) = n − 1. Thus, there are open sets U ⊂ G and V ⊂ G containing a and x n−1 , respectively, such that, for any u ∈ U and v ∈ V , the inequality (u v , ) ≥ n − 1 may be achieved by taking the partition points in Proof. Suppose the proposition is false. We will construct two sequences of open nonempty sets U 1 , U 2 , . . . and V 1 , V 2 , . . . such that for each positive integer k the following conditions are satisfied The following restatement is equivalent to Theorem 3.6. 
diam (C ) < , and
Proof. Suppose x ∈ X. We say that X is colocally connected at 
, and (iii) (uv, 1/k) = n (k) for any u ∈ U k and v ∈ V k . Additionally, we will assume that (iv) diam (U k ) < 1/k and diam (V k ) < 1/k. It follows that each of the sets ∞ k=1 U k and ∞ k=1 V k consists of a single point. Denote these points by a and b, respectively. We will assume that the arc ab is ordered from a to b. Unless it is otherwise specified, every inequality between points of the arc ab will reflect this order. Let u 0 be the last point of ab that belongs cl (U 0 ), and let v 0 be the first point of ab that belongs to cl (V 0 ). Since X \ U and X \ V are connected, we get the result that u 0 < v 0 .
For each v ∈ V , let r [v] be the first point in the arc ab that belongs to the arc bv.
where the inequalities denote the precedence in the ordered arc ab.
Let v be an arbitrary point in V k . It follows from Proposition 3.2 that
Combining the above inequalities, we get the result that
Similarly
By a similar argument as that of the proof of Claim 1, we get the following claim.
We will consider two cases, the case where q k < r k in the interval ab for some positive integer k, and the case where q k ≥ r k for every positive integer k. Case 3.6.1. There is a positive integer k such that q k < r k .
In this case, take any p ∈ q k r k . Clearly, a < p < b. Let u and v be arbitrary points of U k and V k , respectively. It follows from the choice of q k and r k , that
contains the arc q k r k and therefore p ∈ uv. It follows that {p} is a single point botteneck with U k and V k as its basins. Now, set U = U k , V = V k and C = {p} and observe that the hypothesis of the theorem is satisfied. This concludes the proof in Case 3.6.1. To complete the proof in this case, will need two claims. 
Proof of Claim 3. Suppose to the contrary that diam (q
it follows from Proposition 3.2 that
applying Claims 1 and 2 we get the result
Finally, applying Proposition 3.2 again we get the inequality (uv, 1/k) ≥ (ab, 1/k) + 1.
Since, by (iii), (uv, 1/k) = (ab, 1/k) = n (k), we get a contradiction completing the proof Claim 3.
Claim 4. Suppose k is a positive integer, and u and v are arbitrary points of U k and V k , respectively. Then, there are points s ∈ r k q k and t ∈ uv such that diam (st) ≤ 2/k.
Proof of Claim 4. Suppose that ab
, where the both inequalities indicate the precedence in the arc ab ordered from a to b,
We can now choose s = t to be an arbitrary point of
Since this choice satisfies the conclusion of the claim, we may assume that
Let s be the last point in the ordered arc av belonging to the arc ab, and let t be the first point in av that belongs to uv.
To complete the proof of the claim it remains to prove that diam (st) ≤ 2/k. Suppose, to the contrary, that diam (st) > 2/k. In this case (5) (st, 1/k) ≥ 2.
It follows from Proposition 3.2 and (iii) that
Combining the above two inequalities we get that either
Suppose that (6) is true. Since av = as ∪ st ∪ tv, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that
Applying (5) and (6), we get the result that (av, 1/k) ≥ n (k) − 1 + 2 = n (k) + 1, a contradiction with (iii). Hence, (7) must be true. Since ub = ut ∪ ts ∪ sb, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that
Applying (5) and (7), we get the result that (ub, 1/k) ≥ n (k) − 1 + 2 = n (k) + 1, again a contradiction with (iii). Claim 4 is therefore true.
By (2), (4) and Claim 3, the intersection ∞ k=1 r k q k consists of a single point. Denote this point by p. It follows from (1) and (3) that p ∈ ab \ {a, b}. Take an arbitrary positive number . Let k be such that 6/k < . Let A denote the collection of all arcs A ⊂ X such that A ∩ r k q k = ∅ and diam (A) ≤ 2/k. Notice that r k q k ∈ A by Claim 3. Let C denote the closure of the union of the elements of A. Observe that C is a continuum containing p and diam (C ) ≤ 6/k < . Set U = U k and V = V k and take arbitrary points u ∈ U and v ∈ V . It follows from Claim 4 that C ∩ uv = ∅. This concludes the proof in Case 3.6.2 and the proof of Theorem 3.6 is now complete.
We will need the following two lemmas in our proof of Corollary 3.9. 
To complete the proof observe that a map of an arc onto an arc which is not a homeomorphism must take three distinct points in the domain to a single point in the range. 
Proof. Suppose that the condition (2) Proof. Since each subcontinuum of a dendroid is also a dendroid, we may assume that f (K) = X. Suppose that f −1 (x) is at most a two point set for each x ∈ X. Let a, b ∈ X and p ∈ ab \ {a, b} be as in Theorem 3.6. Let A be an arc component of K such that p / ∈ f (A) and A does not contain the only endpoint of K. Finally, let h : (−∞, ∞) → A be a parametrization of A. Since each proper subcontinuum of K is an arc, cl (h ((−∞, s] )) = K and cl (h ([s, ∞) )) = K for each real number s.
Suppose that there exists a real number t such that f • h restricted to [t, ∞) is a bijection. Let η be a positive number less than the distance between p and b. By Theorem 3.6 there is a continuum C η ⊂ X and there are two open sets U η and
It follows that there are numbers c 1 and c 2 such that s 1 
) is an arc whose intersection with C η is not connected. This is impossible since X is hereditarily unicoherent. Therefore, we may assume that f • h restricted to [t, ∞) is not a bijection for any real number t. It follows from Lemma 3.8 that there are t 1 and t 2 in (−∞, ∞) such that
. Again, by Theorem 3.6 there is a continuum C ⊂ X and there are two open nonempty sets U and
There is a number q between q 1 and q 2 such that f (h (q)) ∈ C . By a similar argument, we can get a number r > t 2 
This contradiction with the hereditary unicoherence of X completes the proof of the corollary. Remark 3.10. Observe that the only property of K that we needed in the proof of Corollary 3.9 was the existence of a one-to-one map h of (−∞, ∞) into K such that p / ∈ f (h ((−∞, ∞))) and each of the sets h ((−∞, s)) and h ((s, ∞)) is dense for every s ∈ (−∞, ∞). It follows that in Corollary 3.9 the continuum K can be replaced by any Knaster type continuum or any solenoid. Proof. In the proof of the theorem we will use the proof of 3.6 and we will keep the same notation as in 3.6. Observe that in the case 3.6.1 the point p satisfies the conclusion of 3.11. So, we have to complete the proof of 3.11 in the case 3.6. • diam (yz) < 1/κ, and
Suppose also that G is one of the sets U κ or V κ . Finally, suppose there are points c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 11 ∈ yz and points d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d 11 ∈ G such that the arcs c 1 d 1 , c 2 d 2 , . . . , c 11 d 11 are mutually disjoint. Then, there is a point p 0 ∈ yz and two open nonempty sets U and V both contained in G such that p 0 ∈ uv for each u ∈ U and v ∈ V .
Proof of Claim 1. We may assume without loss of generality that G = U κ . If yz ∩ ab = {z}, then z ∈ yb. If yz ⊂ ab, then either y ∈ zb or z ∈ yb. Since the points y and z play, in this case, the same role we may assume that in the both cases z ∈ yb. 
To prove Claim 1 we will need the following two claims. 
By Proposition 3.3, there is a closed disc
Since X is hereditarily unicoherent there is a neighborhood U ⊂ U of d 2 in X and there is an open neighborhood Z 1 ⊂ Z of z in X such that uz ∩ E = ∅ for each u ∈ U and each z ∈ Z 1 . Again by the hereditary unicoherence of X, there is a neighborhood U ⊂ U such that ub ∩ Z 1 = ∅ for each u ∈ U . Take an arbitrary point u ∈ U . By the choice of U , there is a point z ∈ Z 1 ∩ ub. By the choice of Z 1 , the set uz ∩ E is not empty. Let e u be the first point in the oriented arc uz that belongs to E. We will show that
Suppose, to the contrary, that diam (e u z ) > 3/κ. Then
It follows from Proposition 3.2 that
By (1), (2) and (3) we get the result
By (4) we get the result
Combining (5) with (6) results in the following inequality
But the choice of U κ , (ub, 1/κ) = (d 2 b, 1/κ). This contradiction completes the proof of (*). Since diam (ez) < 1/κ, diam (E) < 1/κ, diam (e u z ) ≤ 3/κ and the distance between the arc yz and the boundary of D is greater than 5/κ, it follows that the arc e u z is contained in the interior of D.
Since d Let U and V satisfy Claims 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. We will now show that any point p 0 in c 3 c 4 satisfies the conclusion of Claim 1.
Take arbitrary u ∈ U and v ∈ V , where U and V satisfy Claims 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. Since Recall that we consider Case 3.6.2 of the proof of Theorem 3.6. In this case the point p satisfying the conclusion of 3.6 was defined as the intersection ∞ k=1 r k q k . By (1) and (3) of the proof of 3.6, p belongs to the interior of D.
We will now consider the following case.
Case 3.11.1. For each positive integer k, there are points
For any positive integer k take an integer j such that 2/j is less than the distance between a k b k and ab. From Condition (iv) in the proof of Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.4 used with = 1/j , we infer that there is an integer j > j such that (uv, 1/j ) > (ab, 1/j ) for any u ∈ U j and v ∈ V j such that uv \ B (ab, 2/j ) = ∅. Since a j ∈ U j ⊂ U j and b j ∈ V j ⊂ V j , it follows from Condition (iii) in the proof of Theorem 3.6 that (a j b j , 1/j ) = (ab, 1/j ). By the choice of j we get that a j b j ⊂ B (ab, 2/j ). Consequently, it follows from the choice of j that Let κ be a positive integer such that 9/κ is less than the distance between p and Bd (D). Let z be the last point in the arc pt κ that belongs to ab. Let y be a point in zt κ \ {z} such that diam (yz) < 1/κ. Since diam (pt κ ) ≤ 4/κ, 5/κ is less than the distance between the arc yz and the boundary of D.
Observe 
Let B u ⊂ R 2 be a closed disk containing u 0 in its interior so that
Since yz ⊂ pt κ , diam (pt κ ) ≤ 4/κ and 9/κ is less than the distance between p and Bd (D), (B-2) implies that yz ∩ B u = ∅. It follows from (7) and (B-2) that
There is a closed disk B v ⊂ R 2 containing v 0 in its interior and there is an open neighborhood W a of a in W a such that
Since p / ∈ B u ∪ B v , there are neighborhoods P a , P and P b of a, p and b, respectively, in X such that w a w p ∩ B u = ∅ and
We will now prove that
Suppose to the contrary that t k / ∈ u k v k for some k ≥ j. Let u k be the first point in the arc a k u k that belongs to B u and let v k be the last point in the arc v k b k that belongs to B v . Since t k ∈ P , a k ∈ P a and b k ∈ P b , t k / ∈ a k u k and t k / ∈ v k b k . Consequently, either t k ∈ u k u k or t k ∈ v k v k . Let I denote that one of the arcs u k u k and v k v k that contains t k . Recall that 9/i ≤ 9/κ is less than the distance between Combining (**), (12) and (13), we infer that
By (8) and (9) To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to consider the following case. Since r k ≤ p ≤ q k , it follows from (2) and (4) of the proof of 3.6, that either r k < p for each positive integer k, or p < q k for each positive integer k. We will assume that (16) r k < p for each positive integer k.
The proof in the remaining case is very similar and it will be omitted. Let κ be a positive integer such that 6/κ is less than the distance between p and Bd (D). Let y ∈ ap \ {p} be such that diam (yp) < 1/κ. Clearly, 5/κ is less than the distance between the arc yp and the boundary of D.
Suppose e is an arbitrary point of yp \ {p}. By (16) and Claim 3 of the proof of 3.6, there is an integer k ≥ κ such that e < r k < p. It follows from the definition of r k that there is a point d ∈ V k such that r k ≤ r [d] < p. Thus, the following claim is true.
